World Habitat Awards 2014-15 – team visit to HF Villages Moak Sharif and Hashim Macchi as well as two IOM-HF Villages in Mirpur Khas

Amongst the ten finalists for the 2014-15 World Habitat Awards, is the Heritage Foundation of Pakistan, chosen from over 200 projects, from over 80 countries around the globe, for initiatives focusing on Build Back Safer with traditional construction methods within Sindh, Pakistan.

On the 24th of November, World Habitat Awards Consideration Committee 2014-15, BSHF (Building, Social Housing Foundation) team, Director, Mr. David Ireland along with Head of International Affairs, Mr. Mansoor visited HF’s head office in Karachi for a meeting with the CEO, Ar. Yasmeen Lari, followed by a 2 day visit to HF’s eco-villages Moak Sharif and Hashim Macchi as well as two of IOM-HF villages in Mirpur Khas accompanied by HF Manager, Ar. Mariyam Nizam and Project Manager, Naheem Shah.